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NEW
In late November 2019 construction officially came to an end. Five medical clinics are 
now ready to serve thousands of lives around the world thanks to the hard work of our 
Adult Advisors, Command Team members, Student Supervisors, over 1,700 Volunteers, 
and numerous donors. The entirety of construction would not have been possible 
without the generous donations we received. In total. for 2019, we received 
approximately $55,000 in donations. 

Dedication and Destinations
In 2018, BUILD started the Fallen Aggie Hero Project to honor each of the 37 Aggie 
veterans killed on or after 9/11 by dedicating our Texas Aggie Medical Clinics and 
Educational Facilities after these heroes. In 2019, our second round of five clinics have 
been dedicated to these heroes:

Major Nathan W. Anderson ‘02
Specialists William ‘Billy’ Edwards ‘06
Lieutenant Colonel David E. Cabrera ‘92
Major Matthew Worrel ‘94
President George H. W. Bush and Barbara Bush (Honorary Aggies)

On Tuesday, February 26, 2020, these clinics were shipped off our Texas A&M site to our 
partner Medical Bridges in Houston, Texas. Medical Bridges’ mission is to collect and 
deploy surplus medical supplies and used equipment to benefit impoverished people in 
developing countries. We are grateful for our partnership with Medical Bridges, whereby 
each clinic is stocked with an estimated value of $50,000 worth of medical supplies prior 
to international shipment. After these clinics are stocked, they will be set to go serve the 
people of Burundi, South Sudan, Sudan, Romania, and Laredo, Texas. 
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2020 Leadership
Abby Launikitis ‘21
Chief Executive Officer

Ivan Rivas ‘21
Chief Financial Officer

Roger Stark ‘21
Chief Operating Officer

Heidi Gruver | Marketing

Robin Bowden | Volunteers

Micah Zimmerer | Internal Relations

Isabella Mihalic | Outreach

Chris Chaftari | Operations and Logistics

Austin Russell | Development and Training

Matthew Pettibon | Materials

Mason Kleinecke | Construction

Katherine Bernhardt | Design

Team Leaders



Special thank you to Green 
Hitechs for donating in-line 

sink filters and gravity bucket 
filters that helps provide clean 

water for our clinics.

Laredo Winter Trip 
This past winter, BUILD leaders had the opportunity to visit one of our Texas 
Aggie Medical Clinics located in Laredo, Texas. Thanks to the Texas A&M 
Colonias Program, we were able to learn more about how our clinic, donated in 
honor of Lt. William M. Pena’42, has been able to serve economically distressed 
areas locally in Texas. Along the 1,254 miles of the Texas border, there are over 
2,333 colonias and over 500,000 people who live in conditions that lack basic 
living necessities such as sewage and water. Our clinic has been stationed in one 
of the colonias’ research centers and is available for locals to receive health and 
educational assistance. We are thankful to be a part of Texas A&M University who 
has aided communities living on the border in third world conditions consistently 
for more than 28 years.
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